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5 nearly - 2 removed from crates

- 3 partial

29
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Oct. 17
26
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Pres. Idea U.N. should inspect Cuban refugee camps in Florida. Is there
anything that would embarrass us. McCone. Would be discouraging affect
morale - no such thing as a camp. McCone. No evidence of loading any
ships. 2 more Il-28 fuselages had been uncrated.

Assembled
1
3
2
4
4
1 operation 
2 "

McCone

Havana has no specific situation. Cuba punctuated with caves. Some caves
very large - close to Il-28 field - We have reported caves used for arma
ments & commun ications personnel - Dept. of State security just west of
Havana. We cannot dismiss this lightly. Caves could be used to secrete
missiles - IRBM sites 2 1/2 to 3 mots. build - detect 6 or 7 wks. before
operationable. MRBM 3 to 4 wks. operational capability. 2 wks. before
we could detect.

McNamara

As discussed with you, Mr. Pres. earl ier, U-2 going in today 
14 sorties
4 against possible submarine base -
7 Priorities - Nov. 15 to 30 McCone before they take missi les out except
deck loading - wi II not deck load - wi II store for 2 wks. or more to see
where they are stored.

McNamara Priorities

(1) Il-28
(2) Havana - across harbor - find most of this equipment in port area.
Rusk says Havana no good for today because Mikoyan in Havana. McCone
says our people haven't seen Castro end of island since Oct. 23 - we think
whole eastern end of island for immediate photography. Pres. want photo
graphs for tomorrow of all missile sites - Bundy says have not seen all.

Taylor says -

Where moved?
How much has moved?
Must look at ports frequently
(J) San Jul ian
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Rusk says we should keep daily watch on IL-28 to let
Russians know we are watching -
Pres. - th is memo does not address itself to outgo ing cargo - th is gvt
issue - Bundy - either this or look into every cave - 48 missiles there 
we've seen 33 missiles. Hold him to his agreement.
Pres. make for McCloy 4 or 5 things Khrushchev
Agreed to - & II fight for it -
Fight for U. N. inspection on ground if not at sea - Ball should call Adlai;
McCloy, Noyes, Peterson, etc., come down and get sense of urgency.

Scare U.N. We are about to invade. Keating asked 2 wks ago. They
are building a major submarine base in Cuba -

Bundy

Publicly satisfied - privately dissatisfied.
McCone - while bases being - dismantling going on - everything else being
accelerated - set this up conference 3:30 - McNamara insists on bring
Adlai et aJ here.

10:45 Wiesner & Chr ASC enter -

Test ban discussion. Pres. 100 we have to test in 163?1 In order to develop
50 megaton weapons in 10,000 lb. size would have to test in 163. Should be
done in May. Some could be done underground. Rusk against time limit
to test of weapons - we keep pressure on Soviet Union by not saying we will
not test.

lOa.m.
November 3, 1962
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